INDEPENDENT LIVING SOLUTIONS
AS40607 Medical Alarm with advanced care functionality

Who we are

What we do

Jupl is a technology services provider focused on the global Eldercare and
Independent Living markets.

At Jupl, our goal is to ‘help the world to better health’. We are pursuing this goal
through the development of products and services that promote independence
for those that are aged and vunerable while offering peace of mind for those
caring for them.

Our solution improves the health outcomes and quality of living for our
customers’ clients: people living in their own homes or in residential care.

Population estimates predict that New Zealand will include 1 million people
over 65 by the late 2020s. Jupl’s products allow for the delivery of the right care,
at the right time and to the right place, promoting the effective allocation of
healthcare resources as this portion of the population ages.

Our technology will allow people to share their biometric, environmental and
activity data with their healthcare professionals, carers, family and friends, no
matter where in the world they are.

Our products allow both professional carers and friends & family the ability to
provide pro-active care to those in need. This is made possible due to Jupl’s
targeted notifications and real-time insights. Should an adverse event occur,
Jupl’s products will immediately notify the affected person’s carers.
In order to deliver an unparalleled level of care, Jupl’s product suite additionally
includes a number of tools to assist medical alarm providers in managing the
distribution, installation, management and decommissioning of medical alarm
Gateways and trigger devices.

New Zealand will include
1 million people over 65
by the late 2020s
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1. www.msd.govt.nz
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How we do it

Virtual Biometric Network

Jupl’s product suite consists of both hardware and software products, coordinated by a secure cloud platform referred to as the ‘Virtual Biometric
Network’, or the ‘VBN’ for short. The VBN is the central information repository
for all of Vigil’s hardware devices and as such is protected by state-of-the-art
security features.

Medical Alarm
Call Monitoring Facility

Our hardware consists of a basestation device (the ‘Gateway’) and portable
trigger devices (‘Pendants’) each capable of triggering an alarm in case of
an emergency. All of Jupl’s hardware products are AS4607 compliant and
recognised within both New Zealand and Australia as a certified medical alarm
device.

Admin Portal

Alarm Receiver

Medical alarm providers are able to either receive alarms from the Gateway
device over IP utilising the Gateway’s 3G internet connection (with Ethernet
back-up connectivity) or via DTMF dialling directly into the alarm receiver.
Alarms as well as many other events are communicated to the VBN where
they are recorded against a device and stored for future use. The admin
portal interface may be used to interact with this information in real-time for
troubleshooting and audit purposes.

DTMF
over 3G

Friends & Family

HTTPS over
Ethernet

Secure 3G

Jupl Gateway

Jupl’s products will allow us to transition from reactive care to

Jupl Pendants

a deeper, more proactive level of care by connecting families
in new ways. By doing so, the service will ultimately result in
more appropriate use of health resources while preserving the
independence and quality of life of their loved ones.
Malcolm Kendall, Product Manager, Telecare Innovation at St John
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Virtual Biometric Network (VBN)
The VBN is a cloud platform specifically designed for the handling and storage
of sensitive health-related information. Personalised health information may
be stored onshore in New Zealand for New Zealand users or in Australia for
Australian users. The platform has been designed with security in mind and may
only be accessed via a secure HTTPS connection by an authorised user.

Infrastructure & Security

Device Management

•

HTTPS over Ethernet

•

SIM management via Jasper IoT

•

Private communication over 3G

•

Gateway settings configuration

•

Enterprise grade privacy & security

•

Remote pairing of devices

•

On-shore storage of health data

•

Remote update of device software

•

Geographic diversity across datacentres

•

Remote reboot of Gateways

Audit & Diagnostics

Event management

•

Storage and display of all device metrics

•

Storage and display of all events

•

Historical recall of device metrics

•

Custom threshold event triggering

Admin Portal
The VBN Admin Portal serves as the main interface through which the VBN is
accessed. From within the Admin Portal the user is able to monitor their fleet of
devices, update configuration settings of individual devices and apply software
updates as necessary.
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•

Powerful integrated search

•

Gateway management

•

Diagnostics & Audit

•

User management features

•

Subscription management
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Friends & Family Services

Jupl Medical Alarm

At Jupl we believe that the future of aged care will focus on the effective
engagement of multiple types of carers. Friends & Family is an innovative new
product that achieves this by increasing the level of engagement amongst social
carers. Research suggests that 63% of carers want to be notified when the help
button is pressed, with 65% wanting to be notified if the pendant is not being
worn. Friends & Family allows these needs to be met.

Jupl’s Medical Alarm offering consists of the Gateway basestation and pendant
trigger device. Each of these devices satisfies the requirements presented in
AS4607 and have been certified for use in both New Zealand and Australian
Medical Alarm markets.

Friends & Family is offered to Carers of existing Medical Alarm customers on
a monthly subscription basis. This allows for the creation of a new revenue
stream for providers of Medical Alarm services to supplement existing
traditional Medical Alarm service revenues.

98% Australian

Population Coverage

Jupl Gateway Basestation
The Jupl Gateway serves as an advanced Medical Alarm basestation. In
addition to standard Medical Alarm functions the Jupl Gateway is constantly
assessing it’s own metrics and communicating these to the VBN. Should one
of these metrics fall outside set thresholds an event will be raised and both the
monitoring centre and Friends & Family subscribers will be notified.

95% New Zealand
Population Coverage

•

3G connectivity (95%+ coverage across Australasia)

•

Ethernet backup connection

•

Customisable function buttons

•

Whitelabel branding of cosmetic surfaces

•

40+ hour backup battery

•

Multiple language support

•

Manual installation and range testing

•

Remote device diagnostics via VBN

•

Remote configuration via VBN

Jupl Pendant Trigger

Gateway Power Status

Adherence Monitoring

Gateway Connectivity Report

Emergency Notifications

Pendant Battery Level

Event Timeline

Notification Customisation

SMS Event Notifications

The Jupl Pendant serves as the remote trigger device to the Jupl Gateway.
In addition to triggering alarms remotely, the Jupl Pendant is able to monitor
whether or not the client is wearing it, allowing for intervention measures to take
place and improve the level of care recieved by the user.

•

3 year battery life

•

Adherence monitoring

•

Alarm activation confirmation light

•

Internal temperature monitoring

•

Range test confirmation light

•

Diagnostics reporting via VBN

•

300m open-air range

•

Remote pairing to Gateway via VBN

2. AC Nielsen, Technology Enabled Monitoring of Elderly People, Part Two: Survey of Carers for Elderly People, September 2015
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Technical Specifications
Gateway
DIMENSIONS

125 x 170 x 41 mm

WEIGHT

1000 g

CONNECTIVITY

3G (via Jasper Managed Mobility
Ethernet
Radio (to trigger devices)
USB x2

COMMS PROTOCOLS

Ademco® Contact ID (DTMF)
HTTPS

INPUT POWER

5V DC (3A Power Supply Included)

BACK-UP BATTERY

8800mAh Lithium-Ion Battery
Minimum 40 hours standby operatio

RADIO FREQUENCY

569.2MHz (NZ), 915MHz (Aus)

OPERATING CONDITIONS

-10°C to 55°C

STORAGE CONDITIONS

-20°C to 60°C 20% to 90% Humidity

20% to 90% Humidity

Pendant
CONNECTIVITY

Radio (to Gateway)

POWER

3V Lithium-Metal Battery (non-Replaceable)

RADIO FREQUENCY

869.2MHz (NZ), 915MHz (Aus)

OPERATING CONDITIONS

-10°C to 55°C

STORAGE CONDITIONS

-20°C to 60°C 20% to 90% Humidity

20% to 90% Humidity

Bupa is committed to the use of information to improve the
health of its customers and fulfil its purpose of delivering

Certifications

longer happier healthier lives. Jupl Friends & Family will engage

EMC

AS/NZS CISPR22, AS/NZS61000-6-2

SAFETY

AS/NZS 60950.1:2003

RADIO

AS/NZS 4268: 2012/RCM

PERS

AS 4607: 1999

QUALITY SYSTEM

ISO 9001: 2008

customers in their health, promote retention of customers and
enable appropriate and timely service intervention.
Margaret Owens, Director of Independant Living, Bupa Care Services
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Get in touch
e info@jupl.com
w www.jupl.com
New Zealand Office
Jupl Ltd
Suite 201, Ironbank
150 Karangahape Rd
Auckland, 1010
New Zealand
p +64 9 972 9621
Australian Office
Suite 2, Level 2
180 Flinders Street
Melbourne
VIC 3000
Australia
p +61 3 8609 9965
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